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Conversational Evangelism 
A Study of Practical Evangelism 

(Some of the basic structure of this study is adapted from Greg Koukl; Jim Petersen, 
and Flavil Yeakley) 

 
 

Presuppositions 
 
 The New Testament picture of evangelism takes two basic forms. The first, 
often at the forefront in the book of Acts, has been styled by Petersen as 
“Proclamation Evangelism.” The second, and the one most addressing the daily 
Christianity, Petersen calls “Affirmation Evangelism.” This second classification we 
will call “Conversational Evangelism.” 
 In the New Covenant, Conversational Evangelism is pictured as natural, 
flexible, and challenging. It is an always ready, opportunity creating “method” (Col. 
4:5-6).It is something you can do with the Bible in your heat and in your hand. 
Conversational Evangelism lets you be your Christ-self as you practice Christ-
likeness daily. 
 

A Brief Summation of our Plan 
 

1. The importance of questions in beginning and guiding conversations as well 
as gaining information will be stressed by examining two questions developed 
by Koukl. 

a. The first basic question is some form of “What did you mean by that?” 
b. The second is a form is “How did you come to that conclusion?” 

2. We will discuss typical methods often used in churches of Christ and how they 
compare with biblical principles as we access research undertaken by 
Yeakley.. 

3. The need for personal knowledge, wisdom, and Christ-likeness will be 
stressed. 

4. The latter part of our study will use role playing situations to explore how to 
deal with various kinds of conversational situations. 
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Tactics in Defending the Faith: Columbo Step One and Two 

“What do You Mean by That?” 

 
The first question of the Columbo tactic is to gain information. Sometimes you just 
need more information to know how to proceed further. 
 
This is the simplest way to use the Columbo tactic. It is virtually effortless, putting no 
pressure on you at all. When used this way, the questions can buy you valuable time, 
help you know how to proceed in the conversation, give you information for this and 
future encounters, and be a casual conversation-starter. 
 
Key question: “What do you mean by that?” (or some variation) 
 
This clarification question tells you what a person thinks so you don‟t misunderstand 
her or, worse, misrepresent her. It should be delivered in a mild, genuinely inquisitive 
fashion. This question also forces the person to be precise in her meaning, as many 
people object to Christianity for reasons they don‟t completely understand 
themselves. 
 
This first Columbo question accomplishes five important objectives.  
  
1. It immediately engages the non-believer in an interactive way.   

 2. It flatters the non-believer because it shows genuine interest in his or her 
view.   
 3. It forces the non-believer to think more carefully and more precisely maybe for 
the first time  

           about his intended meaning.   
 4. It gives you valuable information about the non-believer‟s exact position.  
 5. It positions the non-believer in the defensive position while placing you in control 
of the                            
     conversation.  
 
Be sure to pay attention to the response. If it‟s unclear, follow up with more 
questions. Say, “Let me see if I understand you on this…,” then feed back the view to 
make sure you got it right.  
 
By the way, don‟t let them merely repeat what they just said. For example:  
“You‟re intolerant.”  
“What do you mean by the word „intolerant‟?”  
“I mean you are intolerant!” 
 
Sometimes this first Columbo question is directed at a specific statement or topic of 
conversation. Other times, the question can be more open-ended. As the discussion 
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continues, gently guide the dialogue into a more spiritually productive direction with 
additional questions.  
 
Learning how to ask this first question is your key to productive conversations, as 
people often don‟t know what they mean by the things they say. Often, they are 
merely repeating slogans. Frequently, their statements, questions, opinions, or points 
of view are so muddled it‟s impossible to proceed in conversation without clarification. 
Asking the question “What do you mean by that?” is the simplest way to clear up the 
confusion, while also giving you time to size up the situation and gather your 
thoughts. 
 
Do not underestimate the power of this question. Use it often.   
 
You can ask this question all day long and there is absolutely no pressure on you.  

“How did You Come to that Conclusion?” 

The first application of the Columbo tactic helped you understand what a person 
thinks; the second application known as reversing the burden of proof helps you 
learn why they think the way they do.   
 
The burden of proof is the responsibility someone has to defend or give evidence for 
his or her view. The burden of proof has one cardinal rule: Whoever makes the claim 
bears the burden. Don‟t allow yourself to be thrust into a defensive position when the 
other person is making the claim. 
This rule means there are no more free rides. It isn‟t the Christian‟s responsibility to 
refute every story a nonbeliever can spin or every claim he can manufacture. When 
your opponent advances a view, make him or her defend it. Steer the burden of proof 
back on their shoulders, where it belongs. Make them give you their arguments, not 
just their points of view. 
 
In the immortal words of Ricky Ricardo from I Love Lucy, “they‟ve got a lot of 
„splaining to do!” 
 
The second Columbo question enforces the burden of proof rule: “Now, how did you 
come to that conclusion?” This question graciously assumes that the non-believer 
has actually reached a conclusion that he has reasons for his view and has not 
merely asserted it carte-blanche. 
 
It will give him a chance to express his rationale, if he has one. It will also give you 
more material to work with in addressing his objections. It ultimately shifts the burden 
of proof to the other person, which is where it often belongs. 
 
Since many people have never thought through their views and don‟t know why they 
hold them, don‟t be surprised if you get a blank stare after asking this question. 
Alternate options are, “Why do you say that?” or “What are your reasons for holding 
that view?” 
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Sometimes the simplest, most effective question you can ask someone is a variation 
of the question,          
 “How do you know?” This tactic can also take the form of the following questions:  
 “Why should I believe what you believe?” 
 “What makes you think that‟s the right way to see it?” 
 “I‟m curious. Why would you say a thing like that?”    
 “Why should I trust that your organization the Mormon Church, Joseph Smith, the 
Watchtower speaks for God?” 
 
We can spend hours helping someone carefully work through an issue without ever 
mentioning God, Jesus, or the Bible. This doesn‟t mean we aren‟t advancing the 
Kingdom, though. It‟s always a step in the right direction when we help people to 
discover truth. It gives them tools to assess the bigger questions that will eventually 
come up. 
 
Further, when we challenge people to think carefully, we acknowledge they bear the 
image of God. This affirms their intrinsic worth.  
Remember: The two most important questions you might ever ask are, “What do you 
believe?” and “Why do you believe it?” 
 
Greg Koukl 

 
TWO TYPES OF EVANGELIC METHODOLOGY: 

PROCLAMATION AND AFFIRMATION 
(Adapted from material by Jim Petersen) 

 
Introduction 

1.  When evangelism is considered, two basic types of expression need to be understood. 
2.  Both Proclamation and Affirmation are found in the New Testament as two sides of the 

same coin of outreach. 
3.  Learning how both work will be very useful to the church‟s planning in efforts to save 

souls. 
I.  Proclamation Evangelism. 

A.  The Bible commands that the gospel be proclaimed to the whole world (Matt. 28:18-
20; Mk. 16:15-16). 
1.  Proclamation is from kerusso, “to announce, herald, proclaim.” 
2.  Not a discussion, but a declaration. 
3.  Mass media and sermons are used to proclaim. 

B.  Proclamation is most effective with those who are prepared, as illustrated by the 
book of Acts. 
1.  The most success was in Jewish synagogues and among Gentile proselytes and 

“God fearers” (Acts 2:7-11; 10:1-48; 13:42-46). 
2.  Where there had been little work done to prepare people, such as in Athens, the 

results were less impressive (Acts 17:32-34). 
C.  The scope of proclamation. 

1.  It is limited to the audiences it can reach 
2.  It is very effective in getting a significant number of converts in a short period of 

time. 
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3.  Paul primarily used this method, as it was most suitable for establishing 
“beachheads” from which local congregations could spread out with affirmation. 

4.  Proclamation is primarily for preachers while affirmation is more for all Christians. 
II.  Affirmation Evangelism. 

A.  The puzzling Epistles. 
1.  Paul‟s methods were very effective. 
2.  After establishing a congregation he would ground the brethren and equip them to 

do the work of the Lord (Acts 20:18-27). 
3.  One would thus expect the Epistles to abound with exhortations to do personal 

evangelism. 
4.  These expected admonitions are not to be found! 
5.  What are we to make of this? 

B.  We find another sort of emphasis in the Epistles—Christlikeness. 
1.  Romans 8:29; I Corinthians 2:16; II Corinthians 3:18; Galatians 2:20; 4:19; 

Ephesians 3:16-17; 4:11-16; Philippians 2:5; Colossians 1:24-29; cf. I Pet 3:15). 
2.  That which absorbs us and that to which we are conformed are the things that 

determine how we live among others. 
3.  The church, like Israel, is to be the outpost of God on earth. 

a.  As God worked with Israel to make her pure and holy, so He works with the 
church to do likewise. 

b.  We must not let the world think that the people of God have abandoned the 
Father‟s will (Rom. 2:24). 

c.  By affirming God‟s truth in daily life with word and deed, we influence the 
world (Matt. 5:14-16; I Pet. 2:5, 9, 12).  

C.  Consider the power of this plan. 
1.  If we develop the mind of Christ, we will be best suited to lead others to God in 

the relationship way of affirmation? 
2.   With Christ‟s mind, we most effectively practice Jesus‟ wish that His followers be 

in the world, but not of the world (Jn. 17:14-16). 
3.  Isolation, compromise, unloving attitudes, and a failure to understand how God‟s 

plan works; have often kept the local church from realizing the full potential of 
evangelism. 

4.  Will we be like Christ and stand for the truth in the form of living sacrifices that will 
touch the lives of people? 

5.  Our generation could be the one to best experience the full power of a properly 
understood and practiced evangelistic outreach. 

Conclusion 
1.  Proclamation and affirmation need to work together in evangelism. 
2.  Every Christian is not to be a public proclaimer, but all are to affirm the gospel in daily 

life 
                                                                                       

Views of Evangelism  
by Flavil R. Yeakley  

 

"Evangelism may be viewed as the process of influencing others in such a 
way that the Christ who lives in us, and our message, is established in the 
lives of other people."  

 

Evangelism -- whether in sermons, classroom instruction, personal communication, 
or the mass media -- is intended to influence the attitudes, beliefs, and behavior of 
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those who received the message. There is, however, a higher purpose in 
evangelism. From a Christian perspective, evangelism may be viewed as the process 
of influencing others in such a way that the Christ who lives in us, and our message, 
is established in the lives of other people.  

It is obvious that the result of any evangelistic endeavor is strongly influenced by the 
receiver's perceptions. It is also obvious that the receiver's perceptions are strongly 
influenced by the sender's practices and are strongly influenced by assumptions he 
has concerning the nature of evangelism.  

THREE VIEWS OF EVANGELISM 

The Information Transmission Model views evangelism as a one-way 

transmission of information from a sender to a receiver. This view assumes that 
people will give the correct response when given the correct information. If the 
receiver does not do what is expected, it is because the sender did not transmit the 
information in the correct manner.  

There are many people and churches practicing evangelism according to the 
information transmission model. They feel that their task is simply to tell other people 
that God loves them. These people do a lot of talking, but very little listening. If they 
listen as all, it is only to discover what errors they need to correct. When non-
Christians who are exposed to this kind of religious communication do not convert, 
the message senders typically blame themselves. They feel that they must have left 
something out or said something in the wrong way.  

The Manipulative Monologue Model view evangelism as a process of 
manipulation. The message might be an emotional appeal or it might be leading a 
person through a set of carefully prepared questions. The techniques of high 
pressure salesmanship are based on this model of communication. Unfortunately, 
many books on preaching, and most books on person-to-person evangelism have 
been based on the high pressure salesmanship approach.  

There are also many people and churches that practice religious communication 
according to the manipulative monologue model. They see the influence as being all 
one-way. They are not really interested in listening unless they can use the 
appearance of listening for manipulative purposes.  

The Non-Manipulative Dialogue Model view of evangelism is based on the 
recognition that no two people ever see things in exactly the same way. Non-
manipulative dialogue is an effort to look at things from the perspective of the other 
person.  

The principle of non-manipulative dialogue does not rule out an effort to share those 
convictions with others in the hope of influencing them. Non-manipulative dialogue, in 
fact, demands conviction and an interest in the other person which would motivate an 
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effort to share such conviction. But in this model, the persuader treats the other 
person as a person and not as an object to be manipulated.  

To examine the relationship between actual church growth and various views of 
evangelism, a nationwide study was conducted in a number of randomly selected 
Churches of Christ congregations. In the first phase of the study 48 ministers and 513 
church members who were involved in person-to-person evangelism were asked to 
indicate which of three statements they were presented with came the closest to 
expressing their own view of evangelism. Each statement represented one of the 
three views of evangelism discussed above. The churches, from which the ministers 
and members came, were grouped into categories of "high growth rate," "medium 
growth rate," and "low growth rate." They were then examined with regard to their 
underlying views of evangelism.  

The second phase of the study considered 720 "receivers" of the evangelistic 
message, and were categorized as "converts" (those who had become members and 
remained active for at least five years), “dropouts" (people who had become 
members, but had dropped out within five years), "non-converts" (people who had 
been exposed to some identifiable attempt to persuade them to become members, 
but had decided not to do so).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

These 720 subjects were interviewed and asked to indicate which of three 
statements came the closest to describing their perception of the interaction with the 
church member(s) they came in contact with:  

1. "He did all the talking. He never asked me any questions. He did not seem to be 
interested in hearing my views."  

2. "He did most of the talking. He seldom asked me any questions. When he did ask 
questions it seemed that he was trying to trap me and win the argument."  

3. "He listened about as much as he talked. He asked questions and encouraged me 
to talk. He really seemed to be interested in hearing my views."  

By using data from these various parts of the survey, it was possible to do several 
correlational studies concerning the relationship between the views of evangelism 
and results of evangelism in the local church.  

THE MINISTER'S VIEW 

(See Chart 1) In the obtained data, it was possible to distinguish among 
congregations in the high, medium, and low growth rate groups on the basis of the 
minister's view of evangelism. In the high net growth rate group, 100% of the 
congregations had ministers who accepted the non-manipulative dialogue model as 
their view of evangelism. In the medium net growth rate group, 94% of the 
congregations had ministers who accepted the manipulative monologue model. In 
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the low net growth rate group, 87% of the congregations had ministers who accepted 
the information transmission model.  

CHART 1 
MINISTER'S VIEW OF EVANGELISM 

 
Net Growth 
Rate Groups of 
Congregations  

 

Information 
Transmission  

 

Manipulative 
Monologue  

 

Non-Manipulative 
Dialog  

 

Totals  

 

High 
Medium 
Low  

 
Totals 

  0 
  1 
14  

 
15 

  0 
15 
  1  

 
16 

16 
  0 
  1  

 
17 

16 
16 
16  

 
48 

THE MEMBER'S VIEW 

(See Chart 2) Seventy percent of the subjects ("receivers") came into the church 
through members who accepted the non-manipulative dialogue view of evangelism. 
When the church members accepted the information transmission view of 
evangelism, the subjects were least likely to become Christians and responsible 
members -- 87% of the "non-converts" were in this category. When the member 
exemplified the manipulative monologue model, the subjects were most likely to 
convert, but then drop-out -- 75% of the drop-outs were in this category.  

CHART 2 
MEMBER'S VIEW OF EVANGELISM 

 
Categories 
of 
Subjects  

 

Information 
Transmission  

 

Manipulative 
Monologue  

 

Non-Manipulative 
Dialog  

 

Totals  

 

Converts 
Drop-Outs 
Non-Converts  

 
Totals 

  35  
  25 
180  

 
240 

  36 
209 
  58  

 
303 

169 
    6 
    2  

 
177 

240 
240 
240  

 
720 

THE RECEIVER'S PERCEPTION 

(See Chart 3) In the survey data it was possible to distinguish among converts, 
dropouts, and non-converts on the basis of how the receiver perceived the 
"persuader," and the interaction: 71% of the converts saw the persuader in the role 
"friend" and used the dialogue description of the interaction; 85% of the drop-outs 
saw the persuader in the role of "salesman" and used the manipulation model 
description of the interaction: and 87% of the non-converts saw the persuader in the 
role of "teacher" and said that the persuader did all the talking.  
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CHART 3 
SUBJECT PERCEIVES PERSUADER AS BEING LIKE A:  

Categories 
of 
Subjects  

 

Teacher  

 

Salesman  

 

Friend  

 

Totals  

 

Converts 
Drop-Outs 
Non-Converts  

 
Totals 

    5 
  36 
208  

 
249 

  65 
203 
  22  

 
290 

170 
    1 
  10  

 
181 

240 
240 
240  

 
720 

 

Churches concerned with reaching out to non-Christians and reaching people in their 
ministry area, need to examine carefully their own view of evangelism in order to be 
sure that their approach is resulting in the ultimate goals of Christ and His Great 
Commission -- making disciples and responsible church members.  

The Jesus Factor 
Luke 5:1-5 

 
   Jesus makes a difference. Simon Peter learned this lesson; that is the reason the 
fisherman took fishing instructions from the carpenter. He still makes a difference. 
The difference He makes is, however, commonly tied to our accepting Him on His on 
terms. We decide how much His potential will come into reality. 
 
  

He Never Played “the Game” 
o Traditions of men, the wisdom of men, or whatever else was not from God—this 

He rejected (cf. Matt. 5:17-20; Mk. 7:1-13; I Cor. 1:18-2:2). 
o He was, in the true meaning of “purity,” completely uncorrupted by the ways of the 

world (cf. Matt. 5:8). 
o He did not perform—He lived (cf. Matt. 23:26-28; Mk. 12:14). 
 

He Was an Idealist 
o Nothing but the best (Matt. 5:17-20). 
o Not what we might perfectly attain, but what we should reach for (cf. Matt. 5:21-

26). 
o Death to conventionality (Lk. 11:37-41). 

 
He Told the Truth  

o He was straightforward (Jn. 18:19-21). 
 To those who opposed Him (Jn. 8:44-47). 
 To His friends (Jn. 14:1-2). 

o He showed how true comfort was found in the uncomfortable (Matt. 10:39). 
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He was a Man of Passion 
o He cared deeply about the Father‟s will (Jn. 2:14-17). 
o He loved all men (Matt. 9:36-38; Lk. 19:41-44). 
o He saw life as a mission from God (Jn. 3:16). 
 

The Jesus Factor is powerful. It has changed the world more than we can 
imagine. How much difference will we let Jesus make in our lives today? 
 
 

How Engaging Can You Be?  Or, How to Become 
Engaged 

 
In almost every endeavor or aspect of our “conscious being” (the time we are awake) 
involves interaction with our family, our co-workers, fellow students, neighbors, 
recreational acquaintances, etc.   
 
The most difficult people for most of us to be around are those who are always at 
odds with others and/or stake out territory about which they are fanatical and 
militantly defend or promote.  It could be against a particular opponent or idea 
(always displaying an offensive or prejudicial bumper sticker, wearing a tee shirt that 
displays their offensive sentiments, posting virulent blog tirades against what they 
oppose, confronting/belittling people who don‟t have the same values or beliefs).   On 
the other hand, it could be militant support of a particular agenda that many find 
offensive (pro-“whatever”, a political party, anti-“whatever”, etc.).  It is almost certain 
that people like that find themselves comfortable only with an increasingly small circle 
of like-minded people who reinforce their rabid and sometimes militant positions. 
 
On the other hand, we also interact in the same settings with those who seem to hold 
no position strongly enough to defend or for which they are willing to take a stand.  It 
is as if they want to avoid conflict or differences of opinion at any cost.  Such 
individuals frequently say things like: “I don‟t really think it matters”; or “To each his 
own”; or “I‟m not certain I really have a position or opinion about that.”  In other 
words, what anyone thinks is OK. 
 
Either of the above opposites is non-productive and of no value to Christians (and 
generally to society as well).  Healthy discussion and debate of differences is fruitful.  
The elders in Jerusalem had differences of opinion.  The framers of the U.S. 
Constitution had many differences of opinion, and none was entirely correct, by their 
own admission.  They argued, debated, reasoned, disagreed and still managed to 
come to a consensus and produced a document, the likes of which had never existed 
in history, as a statement of principals about the convictions of a nation--a 
government‟s guiding light.  It was radical in many respects--imperfect in others.   
However, they recognized the need for the statement of governing principals and 
agreed in the end that what they finally crafted was in the best interest of the new 
nation. 
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We have the inerrant “document”, the infallible truth.  We don‟t have to work that out! 
 
Wouldn‟t it be wonderful, useful, and productive to be able to hold strong positions, to 
stand for and defend what one believes without completely alienating those with 
whom agreement is not found and burning the bridge you just crossed?    It is also 
ultimately as fruitless when one finally winds up compromising one‟s core convictions 
and is then seen as non-committal and “wishy-washy”.  The objective of this study is 
to focus on learning a methodology that will allow for expression of disagreement 
concerning spiritual matters, to allow one to stand for principal and truth as God “calls 
it”, and not compromise the Truth in order to maintain “peace”. 
 
The guiding scriptural principal 
  
“Let your speech always be with grace, seasoned, as it were, with salt, so that you 
may know how you should respond to each person.” (Col. 4:6) 
 
We will endeavor to cover: 
 -How to primarily focus on “diplomacy versus fighting”—what that means (Paul 
at Mars Hill as a scriptural example) 
 -Exploring the uses of “friendly curiosity” to ask questions, probe, and find out 
what another person thinks, believes, etc., and why  (Jesus was the master of this) 
 -Learning the essence of the “how” to develop/use friendly curiosity (asking 
the right questions) 
 -Navigating in a conversation so one can “guide” even when one doesn‟t know 
the answer (don‟t lose sight of the issue and/or objective)  
 -Understanding when and why to back away  (sometimes it is best to step 
back) 
 -Learning how to see through the use of confusing terminology, fancy words 
and phrases, and “superior” knowledge when it is substituted for substance (having a 
PhD in some field does not make one person superior just because that person has a 
PhD and relies on that fact to intimidate) 
 -Learning the differences between “objectives,” “strategy,” and “tactics” 
 -Understanding that the three elements we must cultivate and further develop 
are: basic knowledge of what we believe and why; wisdom to make the message 
clear and persuasive; and the character that gives our message credibility (Paul was 
not initially trusted and even feared by Christians after his conversion because of his 
past actions) 

Conrad Slate 
 

Conversational Evangelism a Summation 
 (Adapted from Various Sources) 

 
o The “Two Questions” 
 
o The Context of the Christ 
 
o The Context of Christ‟s Church 
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o The Place of Content as a Bridge Between Purpose and Results 
 
o Mini-steps, Milestones, and the Watershed Question 
 
o The Awkwardness of Restoration 
 
o Inviting into a Conversation 
 
o The Power of Questions 
 
o Simplify, Reduce, Decide 
 

 Get to the core/heart/crux of where a person is coming from—the 
underlying philosophy upon which their system rests. 

 If the basis of a specific belief falls, the belief itself falls as well. 

 At some point you must decide if the conversation is merely an “argument,” 
in the common usage of the term, or a true teaching/learning experience. 

 True teaching requires a learner; this is balanced by the fact that a 
teacher‟s goal is to create learning 

 

8 Evangelism Tips 
Gregory Koukl 

    I overheard a conversation on the airplane coming back from my vacation in 
Wisconsin.  A Christian gentleman was vigorously sharing his faith with a gentleman 
in the seat directly behind me.  There are some things we can learn, both good and 
bad, from what I overheard and take his effort—which was a good one—and channel 
it in a little bit more constructive direction.   
  
   So I am going to give you eight points of application.  

1.  Look for opportunities.  This man was an ambassador for Christ.  He was clearly 
there looking for opportunities to share his faith.  He had a captive audience for 3 ? 
hours.  I wondered if he chose the middle seat on purpose just so he would have two 
people to talk to instead of just one.  I wouldn‟t be surprised with this person because 
obviously he took evangelism very seriously.  He was looking, and a good 
ambassador, does this, for opportunities.  Good ambassadors always are alert for 
what might turn out to be a divine appointment.  

2.  When you get an opportunity, don‟t overcomplicate things.  Keep it simple.  Don‟t 
give people too much information.  Don‟t give them Theology 101.  Don‟t give them 
Eschatology 101 or  Creationism 101.  Now, it might turn out that that‟s the thing 
that‟s at issue that brings you into the conversation.  Somebody is talking about 
evolution and, even if you‟re a young earther, I would say don‟t make that the issue 
but rather attack evolution and offer some broader sense of intelligent design 
because that‟s what‟s really important for getting the Gospel to this person at the 
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time.  That‟s a judgment call.  If it doesn‟t come up, then don‟t bring it up.  The 
Gospel is hard enough for some people to accept as it is.  Don‟t overcomplicate 
things by bringing in way too many things for them to consider.  Just try to put a stone 
in their shoe. 

3.  Try to stay away from religious language, terminology, and religious affect.  This 
person was very religious in his whole approach.  I think this is hard for us as 
Christians because we are brought up in a Christian environment and it‟s natural for 
us to talk this way, but it sounds weird to people outside of that environment.  I think 
there are a lot of people who may be, in principle, interested in a bona fide, genuine 
relationship with God through Jesus Christ but who are not interested in the Christian 
religion as they perceive it.  This is where I think a lot of the emergent guys have a 
legitimate bone to pick with Evangelicalism.  Let‟s try not to sound like Bible-thumping 
fundamentalists if we can avoid it, even if that‟s what we are, because there‟s no 
need to sound that way if it puts people off.  Find another way to communicate the 
message.  Just talk in a straightforward manner.  Be conscious of using religious 
language the other person may not understand or may think is strange.  Avoid all of 
that so they can hear the message you‟re trying to communicate. 

4.  Focus on the truth, not personal benefits of Christianity.  I appreciated the 
gentleman‟s approach in that he kept talking about truth.  One person he was talking 
to said he liked reincarnation.  The Christian man said that even if he liked 
reincarnation that that didn‟t make it true if it‟s not true.  Liking something is not going 
to change reality.  That‟s a great point.  He was focusing on the truth claims of 
Jesus.  He wasn‟t giving a bunch of promises.  He wasn‟t saying, “Jesus is my ice 
cream.  He‟s a great flavor.  Try him to see if you like him, too.”  Or, “Try Jesus 
because he‟ll make your life so wonderful.”  Focus on truth and not personal benefits. 

5.  Give evidence.  This gentleman was giving all kinds of evidence for his seatmates 
to consider.  Good for him!  You should too.  You know why?  Because people in the 
Bible did, too.  Jesus, Paul, Peter, all the Apostles.  If you look at the details of how 
they communicated their faith they gave evidence for the truth of what they were 
saying about Jesus.  In fact, if you want to get the content of the Gospel, one of the 
most famous passages for the articulation of the Gospel is the beginning of 1 
Corinthian 15.  Paul gives all kinds of evidence.  It‟s all right there as he is explaining 
the Gospel.  We see that all through the New Testament.  So give evidences.  It‟s 
appropriate.  People do respond to that even in a postmodern age. 

6.  Stay Calm.  Don‟t get mad.  Don‟t get crazy.  Don‟t get frustrated.  Just stay calm 
and keep your cool.  The more calm you are, the more confident you look, and the 
more persuasive you sound.   

7.  Let them walk away if they want.  I guess you can call this ”don‟t bruise the fruit.”  
When it seems like they‟re finished with the conversation, their eyes are wandering, 
they‟re calling for the flight attendant, or looking for an exit, let them go.  They are not 
listening anymore so don‟t press the issue.  You don‟t need to close the sale in every 
conversation.  In fact, most conversations will probably end with you having given 
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them more to think about, but no decision.  Don‟t press them if they aren‟t ready.  We 
can‟t pressure the work of the Holy Spirit in their lives.  Ultimately, it‟s God job to 
persuade them, you‟re the messenger God is using.  Be conscious of evaluating 
where this person might be in the process God is working in them.   

8.  Leave them with something or give them something (e.g. Gospel of John).  The 
gentleman on the airplane was giving out New Testaments or the Gospel of John.  I 
think the Gospel of John is a good choice.  Maybe the Gospel of Mark is good but 
you usually can‟t get this one by itself.  (It is an easier read - shorter and clearer, not 
as high Christology, not as much to stumble over.)  Just tell them, “Here, just read 
what Jesus said.  Let Jesus speak for Himself.”  Sometimes if I don‟t have that with 
me, I‟ll leave a business card so that they can go to our STR website.  Maybe your 
card could include information about your email address or phone number so you can 
continue the conversation.  Get that information from them to follow-up.  Give them 
some way to take the next step.  Not only put a stone in their shoe, also give them 
some tangible way of following up on what you‟ve given them to think about. 

http://www.pocketpower.org/

